[Role of fluorescence diagnosis using Photosens in patients with subretinal neovascular membrane].
The paper shows the capacity of fluorescence diagnosis (FD) in patients with subretinal neovascular membranes. Photosens was used as a photosensitizer (PS) (NIOPIK) in FD. The agent was intravenously injected in a dose of 0.05 mg/kg. To study the kinetics of tissue PS distribution, the authors employed a procedure of local fluorescence spectroscopy using a LESA-01-Biospek spectrometer, which was improved when applying the procedure for visual assessment of a visual fluorescence image. It was ascertained that the results of photodynamic therapy (PDT) should be compulsorily taken into account in processing its parameters. In some cases, PDT may be recommended on days 3, 5, and 7 after administration of an agent. By taking into account the pharmacodynamics of Photosens, 0.5 mg/kg, all patients should keep the light regime for 3 months.